Weirdogs- Cloud Ass Story Paradigm

Introduction:
Cloud-ass is flying through the air not a care in the world. He darts through the clouds and looks
down on the countryside below. He's content and it shows in his flying patterns. He continues to
fart his way through the skies, each time he does so he flits forward a little more and becomes a
little more skinny. Birds fly by and drop as they are engulfed in his ass clouds.
Complication:
Cloud -ass has been flying and farting for so long now he is losing weight. He gets skinnier and
skinnier until the amount of gas in his body is sop low he can no longer carry his own weight. He
struggles to maintain flying. With the effort of continuing to try and fly has farts one more time
and starts towards the ground.
Climax:
Cload ass starts plummeting to the ground at a fierce rate. He meets some birds on the way down
who are shocked to see him hurtling groundward so fast. He falls through clouds each one creating
a silent poof as he does so. He opens his mouth and he suddenly fills with air like a parachute and
he is saved.... he continues slowly to the ground.
Resolution:
Will slowly falling toward the ground Cloud-ass spots a bunch of wild bumberry plants and starts
trying to edge towards them open mouthed. He lands face down in the flowers and starts to munch
away happily at the bumberry feast.
Finale:
He deflates the air, falls over and starts to gobble them all up and In doing so becomes fat again.
He falls onto his stomach on the ground and flaps his wings. With one fart he is off and airborne
and ready to start filing the sky with stinky clouds again. Well done Cloud-Ass.

